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Challenges and Goals

Currently, investigators consider 3Rs when
preparing for ethical review

Ideally, 3Rs should integrate into study design
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As a researcher, how do I
incorporate the 3Rs into my
research program?





Wild-type R6/2

Mangiarini et al., (1996) Cell 87, 493-506
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Mechanism of action-in vitro
methods
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What are the benefits of
incorporating the 3Rs into research?





Where do I start?

How do I continue to engage in
practices that promote the 3Rs in my
research?





Transgenic







CCACs 3Rs Microsite

Rationale-to organize information and provide a
useful framework for scientists to engage in an
effective search for strategies to find
replacements for animals, reduce the number of
animals used and find refinements for animals
used in science

Compilation of science-based information with
resource lists

Outlines a process for consideration of 3Rs



CCAC Microsite



Three Rs Search Guide



Step 1: Collect pre-search information

Gather information about the proposed animal use.

Step 2: Select keywords and concepts

Keywords will relate to both the scientific topic under study (e.g., cardiology,
rats) and possible alternative methods (e.g., analgesia, cellular).

Step 3: Conduct first phase of search

A broad search of both subject-specific information and Three Rs information,
with more emphasis on Replacement alternatives.

Step 4: Review information gathered in first phase of search

Step 5: Conduct second phase of search

A focused search for Three Rs information, with greater emphasis on
Reduction and Refinement alternatives; aims to fill the knowledge gaps

identified in step 4.

Step 6: Review information gathered in second phase of search

Step 7: Finalize experimental plans and animal use protocol

Incorporate Three Rs alternatives into animal-based procedures and
document the Three Rs search. Consider how a description of the Three Rs

alternatives used could be included in future publications of the study.

Three Rs Search Strategy



Animal Use Protocol Worksheet

Document that investigators can use to
collect information as they conduct their
Three Rs search



Animal Use
Protocol Worksheet



Questions to assess if a Three Rs
search is complete

Is the proposed experiment or test duplicative?

Are there any in vitro techniques that could replace use
of animals?

Have any computer simulations been developed that
relate to the study?

Are there any alternative animal models of lower
sentience?

Has a particular strain of animal been shown to be more
sensitive to the effects that will be studied?

Is there information on the proposed model that might
allow the use of fewer animals or might reduce any pain
experienced by the animals?



Questions to assess if a Three Rs
search is complete

Could in vitro methods be incorporated into the protocol
to reduce the number of animals used?

Consideration of statistical models and methods

Can the level of invasiveness decreased without
compromising the scientific objective?

Could the proposed anesthetics, analgesics or other
drugs pose a confounding influence on the experimental
outcome?

Is there information about assessing welfare and the
level of pain of the animals?







Statistical analysis

Resources

Power analysis

Input from peer reviewers

More information in published literature

Underpowered false positive results



Animal model-investigators often know the
strengths and limitations of various models.

Procedures-refinements are often identified as
studies progress, therefore, the initial 3Rs
search is the first step.

Ongoing consultation with veterinary and animal
care staff leads to refinements based on joint
awareness of past and ongoing progress in the
scientific program.





Some types of research lend themselves to
direct experimental design

Number needed

Defined groups

Time points, intervention points, endpoints

Maximizing the data when animal is alive or after
euthanasia including tissue sharing



In contrast, other types of research are more
difficult to define

We cannot use “rate of use” but it’s a challenge
for researchers to define groups over long
periods of time

Researchers need assistance define numbers
from staff and ACCs



Integration of 3Rs into the research
program

Experimental planning

Collaboration among researchers, veterinarian
staff, ACCs, and CCAC

Consider including information relevant to 3Rs in
published papers

Scientific process-peer review
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Conclusions

CCAC Three Rs Microsite is a very useful tool for finding
updated information on the 3Rs

It can be used to simplify the task of considering the 3Rs
throughout research programs

Investigators will become more efficient with repeated
use of the 3Rs site

Dialogue between investigators, veterinary staff and
Animal Care Committees regarding the information
within the site will increase effective use of the material.

Search Guide identifies new approaches

Research review and planning is an iterative process



Montreal Declaration on the
Synthesis of Evidence to Advance
the 3Rs Principles in Science



NEWS FLASH:

CCAC has updated the 3Rs microsite




